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The Overpopulation Problem 

by Edith Beldi, Switzerland (translated by Willem Mondria, Switzerland) 

There are too many human beings. 

This claim is based on facts.


Our planet Earth could support 529 million human beings problem-free. Each and every living 
being, be it plants, animals or human beings of all races and peoples would have conditions that 
are fair for all to develop.


But we already have 5.9 billion human beings (in 1993) which the planet Earth has to support 
(7,503,846,002 on December 31, 2005 at 00:00). (9,248,028,002 on December 31, 2021 at 00.00).


The resulting and future problems which the entire human race will be confronted with will be 
unpleasant ones. We are already seeing the effects in the form of earthquakes as well as flooding 
brought about by climatic changes etc., which cause great suffering over the entire Earth. The 
series of environmental catastrophes will not stop because Earth is defending itself in its own way 
just like how any other living being would defend itself when exploited.


To pursue a policy that is only based on taking cannot have good results in the end. Earth must 
be able to regenerate itself, but that is a difficult or rather an impossible undertaking when it is 
populated with 5.9 billion human beings (7.5+ billion in 2006) who naturally all want to have their 
needs, e.g. food, clothing, warmth, shelter etc., satisfied which is of course everyone’s right.


Just imagine: In 1993 six human beings were born every second and five of these were born into 
a new suffering, putting an even heavier burden on nature.


The planet Earth is also a living being with rights and obligations which it would also like to fulfil; 
we human beings prevent it from doing so because we have forgotten our own rights and 
obligations. We not only owe something to our landlords and fellow human beings, etc. but also to 
Earth. We have lost this immensely important wisdom and only a diminishing small number can 
still remember fragments of this. Unfortunately those are not the ones who have the power to 
bring this awareness back among the peoples. But every human being has the possibility to 
change their situation and to direct their thinking in this direction. Each individual can think about 
the problem of overpopulation and find ways to contribute to solving this problem. For example, 
each human being could set themselves the goal of choosing not to marry before the age of 30; in 
view of the seriousness of the problem they could decide to have only two children.


Thus every human being can carry out a correct family planning which takes into consideration 
the economic situation, the opportunities of earning an income, the children’s educational 
opportunities etc.


What each individual does is important regardless of where they live. When anyone does 
something, then it influences those around them and spreads, just as a corn seed produces an 
ear of corn with dozens of new seeds.


By the time governments really tackle the problem, it will already be too late. Those who are in 
power bask in their positions – it doesn’t concern them, they have a house with a garden and 
enough space for their personal development.


Perhaps some human beings think that the population could be reduced through wars and 
diseases such as AIDS, but that is not the solution of the problem. Many human beings suffer 
because of war and lose their friends, relatives, loved ones etc., who all have an important task in 
life which they are no longer capable of fulfilling. The human being’s evolution is blocked because 
they no longer can be creative when occupied with the following worrying thoughts: ”How do I 
obtain food? How do I protect myself? Where are my children? Where are my friends and 
neighbours? Where is my loved one?”


People who think that the population will be reduced by wars and diseases are making a big 
mistake. How many wars have already broken out on Earth that have brought suffering and misery 



but no reduction in the population. In my opinion, human beings who think like this no longer have 
love in themselves and also make no effort to thoroughly think about the situation.

Why are history books even written? For one reason only, namely to learn something from the 
past.


The sole solution for stopping the population explosion is for every individual to exercise restraint 
in regards to producing children; married couples should for example have only one child and not 
five to ten because the population problem affects and concerns everyone. This contribution is 
rather minor when one considers all the things that will happen to us if we don’t do anything 
against the overpopulation.


If someday the point is reached where the population has reduced then a law must be enacted 
which allows up to a maximum of THREE children per family – but no more than three. This is very 
crucial and of great importance. If this number had been complied with, then it would never have 
come to an overpopulation problem like we have on Earth today.


Explanation of the 7 year birth-stop 
by Christian Frehner, Switzerland (translated by Karl Beaney, England) 

Allowed marriage age:                Female:                     Male: 
                                                      25 Years                    30 Years 

The age information mentioned above has validity for those persons who decide to enter into a 
life long bond after an engagement period, with or without the goal of a later wish to have 
children. The age restrictions are consciously set to this height, therefore the human beings have 
sufficient time to become grown up and are able to be aware whether they want to enter a bond 
or not. In addition there is sufficient time in order to learn one or more/several occupations and to 
become clear in which direction the life path shall develop.


The age difference between male and female arises from the fact that in a physical regard girls, as 
a rule, mature quicker than boys.


Procreation age:                           28 Years                   33 Years 

The determination of this age information is based on the following procreation prerequisites.


Procreation prerequisites: 

A) Existing marriage of at least 3 years 

Both of the marriage partners shall use this time in order to find out, in cohabitation, whether they 
really belong together, whether they feel/perceive in a fine-fluidal wise love for one another, or 
whether they have only married out of a being in love out of feelings - and whether they want to 
conceive a child.


B) Proof of a harmonious and healthy marriage 
& 
C) Proof of a perfect lifestyle of the marriage partner 

This means that marriage partners have a good reputation/standing, which for example means; to 
be hard working, engage in no monetary mismanagement, no whoring/prostitution and so on and 
so forth.




D) Proof of the child-education-capabilty 

There must be unobjectionable material conditions, so for example the security regarding 
nourishment, finances, accommodation and work and so forth, so that the child to be conceived 
will in all likelihood have a good chance of a childhood without misery and hardship. Patronised 
human beings, human beings with a so-called ‘spiritual handicap’ (Down Syndrome etc.), 
Schizophrenia (in the broadest sense), confused consciousness and so on are not capable from 
the outset to  completely provide education of children, which also reaches into the next point:


E) Proof of health: No hereditary and contagious illnesses, no drug-, medication- or alcohol-
addiction and so on. 

This means that the marriage partners should not have any of the above mentioned illnesses and  
both have to undergo medical tests. For this purpose the medical and gene technology research 
is to continuously progress in order to, on the one hand, therethrough be able to continuously 
make better and more refined diagnoses, and on the other hand in order to continuously develop 
better remedies as well as methods in order to make or correct damaged/ill genes ineffective and 
so on. If one has ‘liberated’ himself/herself from an addiction then at least 7 years must have 
passed since the last intake of drug- or medication-ration without a single relapse. With regard to 
smoking both marriage partners must have been totally abstinent for at least 18 months.


F) No affinity to extremist and hostile-to-the-state groups 

Associates of extremist and hostile-to-the-state groups offer no guarantee that their children will 
receive a neutral education. They are not capable to recognise or acknowledge the sense and the 
necessity of laws and regulation and to allow their children to grow up to become neutral- and 
self-conscious-thinking human beings and citizens.


        

If both marriage partners come to the cognition and decision after the sequence of 3 years to feel 
love for one another and to be ready for the procreation of a child they could submit a request to 
the state regarding this, after which its representative examines the request in a neutral form and 
would have to approve this without bribery, without nepotism and without race-discrimination and 
so on, as long as the descendant-procreation prerequisites are fully met.


Maximum number of descendants:     3 per marriage 

If the approval for the procreation of a child has been issued and the desired success does not 
materialise (i.e the women does not become pregnant) then 2 possibilities are given:

a) A fertilisation is to be supported through medical assistance/help, in which case this help can 

extend to the unification of the sperm and the egg (of the marriage partners) in the test tube 
with subsequent implantation in the uterus. Insemination by others or surrogacy are allowed 
under no circumstances.


b) An unknown child is adopted or taken into care. Children from one’s own country/cultural 
circle and of the same race have first priority, and only secondarily those from different and 
therefore foreign countries and other races.


A number of 3 descendants (and/or adopted- or rather foster-children) guarantees that all children 
of a marriage receive sufficient attention and that the women is not misused as a ‘birth machine’. 
(Fundamentally and normally there should be a break of 3 years between the birth of one child 
and the conception of another, to protect/preserve the bodily powers of the mother.)


As long as a birth stop is necessary or remains in force, the above mentioned number of 3 
offspring per marriage will only be reached in exceptional cases (for example with twin- or triplet-
births and so on). An example of the ‘most favourable’ case with a woman who wants to have 
children is: Conception and birth at 28 years old; 7 year break; a second child at 35 years old; 7 
year break; third child at 42 years old (in which case it is to be said that a woman should no longer 
conceive children after the age of 40). - So a one- or two-child family becomes the norm, which is 
really also the purpose of this measure.




Birth-stop interval: 
7 year:           Complete birth-stop worldwide 

1 year:           Procreation-permission according to permission-template 

7 year:           Complete birth-stop worldwide 

1 year:           Procreation-permission according to permission-template 

Repeated:     Implementable until the reduction of the terrestrial humanity has achieved the           
hdhdhdhdh hnormal-state. 

After that:  Permission-template remains in force for marriage and for procreation of 
jkkkkkkk    koffspring, in which case however the seven-year-cycle of the birth-stop is jjjjj    
hhhhh      hhjjcancelled. 

Remains in place: 3 offspring per marriage (or 3 foster- or adopted-children). 

Naturally it would be irrational to carry out such a 7 year birth-stop on the entire Earth uniformly 
and simultaneously. No, only a staggered arrangement guarantees that a breakdown of entire 
sectors of industry or social-realms do not take place (Keywords: teaching professions, 
apprenticeships, articles for babies/childcare products-manufacturer, maternity wards/midwives 
and so on.) and a catastrophe is triggered. This staggered arrangement must be uniform/
consistent and applies for all countries of the Earth. The variants 1 and 2 listed below are only 
examples of how such a division could be made. With variant 1, for example, this means that in 
the first year of the introduction of the birth-stop, marriage partners with the first letters in the 
family name of A, B, C and D (e.g Ackermann, Clinton etc.) receive the permission for the 
procreation of a child. In regard to China, a division according to variant 2 would probably have to 
be determined because many family-/surnames begin with X, Y or Z there.


For a simple, correct and safe carrying out of a staggered birth-stop it is absolutely necessary to 
have a world-world decision that the name of the man of the family determines the name of the 
children (as this was and is the case in most cultures since ancient times, and what makes it 
possible to determine the family tree of a human being, in order to therethrough avoid incest 
[inbreeding]). This regulation is not intended to undervalue or demean women, women and men 
are absolutely equal in their Wesen.


                        Variant 1               Variant 2               further variants

1st year          A, B, C, D              A, H, O, V

2nd year         E, F, G, H                B, I, P, W

3rd year           I, J, K, L               C, J, Q, X

4th year         M, N, O, P              D, K, R, Y

5th year          Q, R, S, T              E, L, S, Z

6th year           U, V, W                   F, M, T

7th year           X, Y, Z                    G, N, U 

What can the individual human being do now in regard to the above mentioned explanation and 
measures?


Unfortunately, the governments of the Earth, but also the majority of the peoples, will probably not 
bring forth the insight and power of action for some time to come to tackle the problem of the 
overpopulation by the roots and carry out an effective birth stop (according to the template of the 
FIGU). That is why only one way remains for the rational and self-responsible conscious individual 
human beings, namely to follow these measures for him/her self and to use them therefore 
according to one’s best ability. All human beings in responsible and authority/determining 
positions are especially called upon, to be or to become conscious of their responsibility and work 
towards it so the understanding for these measures continuously grows. The human beings have 



it in their hands which way they want to choose, whether they want an imposed one/choice 
(through hunger, misery, catastrophe and so on.) or a self-chosen one.


It is now important not to be intimidated by the outcry of all those short-thinkers and irrational 
ones, who do not recognise or want to recognise the seriousness of the situation and indulge/
wallow in egoism and false humanitarianism which inevitably leads to ruin. Unfortunately, very 
many human beings will still be falling down with the branch they have just sat on and cut off 
themselves.


Every human being is free to make one’s own thoughts himself/herself about what is mentioned 
above. There are years of hard deprivations ahead of us and in many things we will have to rethink 
and accept restrictions. But let us always keep in mind: we act for the wellbeing of the planet, the 
fauna and flora and particularly also for the wellbeing of our children and grandchildren - and 
consequently also again for our own wellbeing.


Population table 
By Barbara Harnisch, Switzerland (translated by Karl Beaney, England) 

The following table gives information about how very overpopulated the Earth is. Many human 
beings ask how we precisely arrive at the number of 529 million and for this reason it is also 
interesting to know more. The number of 529 million human beings populating the Earth is 
calculated by means of the size of the planet, it’s arable land (therefore without mountains, seas, 
city- and industrial-areas and so on) and the living space which the human beings and also 
animals and plants need for free life-unfolding/development. A 5 person family needs about one 
hectare of land for gardening and self-sufficiency and in order to be able to move freely. One 
square kilometre of fertile land is calculated for 12 human beings. Resulting from this is that a 
relatively small land can nourish more human beings under circumstances, because the 
proportion of arable- and grazing-land is much higher than in a larger piece of land with very little 
arable- and grazing-land.


Example - Afghanistan

Arable land = 135,974km2 x 12 = 1,631,692 = possible population. The actual population of 
Afghanistan is stated as 16.9 million. That means Afghanistan is overpopulated 10 fold.


Unfortunately the table provided here is not complete, for to do this correctly the actual 
population as well as the x-fold overpopulation would have to be listed for each country, but we 
left that out for the simple reason because in all the reference books that give information about 
this theme different numbers are stated. Moreover the number of the humanity increases so 
terribly quickly, not to mention the huge number of ‘home births’ and not registered births, that a 
reasonably accurate figure is impossible.


The calculated population of about 562 million human beings deviates from the stated Earth 
population number by about 6% because infertile land was made arable and the data in the 
reference books is only approximate.




Country                                                                   


Afghanistan

Albania

Algeria

Andorra

Angola

Antigua & Barbuda

Argentina

Armenia

Australia

Austria

Azerbaijan

Bahamas

Bahrain

Bangladesh

Barbados

Belarus

Belgium

Belize

Benin

Bhutan

Bolivia

Birma

Bolivia

Bosnia & Herzegovina

Botswana

Brazil

Brunei

Bulgaria

Burkina Faso

Burundi

Cabo Verde

Cambodia

Cameroon

Canada

Central African Rep.

Chad

Chile

China

Columbia

Comoros

Congo

Costa Rica

Cote d’Ivoire

Croatia

Cuba

Cyprus

Czechoslovakia

Democratic Rep. Congo

Denmark

Djibouti

Dominica

Dominican Republic

Ecuador

Egypt

El Salvador

Equatorial Guinea


Area (km2) 

   647 497

     28 748

2 380 000

          453

1 250 000

          453

2 770 000


7 690 000

     83 854


     13 935

          685

   144 000

          431


     30 513

     22 963

   122 622

     47 000


   676 552

1 100 000


   600 372

8 511 965

       5 765

   110 912

   274 200

     27 834

       4 033

   181 035

   475 442

9 976 139

   622 984

1 280 000

   756 945

9 596 961

1 140 000

       1 862

   342 000

     51 000

   322 463


   114 524

       9 251

   127 869

    

     43 069

     23 200

          751

     48 442

   283 561    
1 000 000  

     21 041

     28 051


Arable 
land 
(%) 

12

27.4

  3.1

  4

  3

18

13

 

 4.3

18.3


  1

  3.2

68.2

77


25.4

  2.3

16.3

  2.1


15

  3


  2.3

  8.9

  1.3

37.5

  9.6

50.9

  9.9

17.2

14.8

  5

  3.1

  - 

  7.4

10.8

  5.5

 42

   2

12.5

12.5


29

46.8

40.4


62.3

  -

23

30.2

  9

  2.8 
35

  8


Grazing 
land (%) 

  9

23.9

13.5

44.2

23

  7

52


59

24.4


  -

  6.5

  4.5

  9


20.7

  -

  4

  4.6


  -

25


75.2

19.5

  1.1

18.4

36.5

35.5

  6.2

  3.3

17.7

  2.6

  4.8

35.7

15.9

30.6

28.9

  7

29.3

42.8

  9.4


22.5

10.1

13

  

  5.7

  9.1

  3

43.2                 

16.6

   -

 29.4

   4


Possible 
population               


  1 631 692

     176 972

  4 740 000

         2 620

  3 900 000

         1 329 

21 606 000


58 413 240

     429 667


         1 672

            797

  1 256 256

         4 447


     168 797

         6 337

     274 347

       37 788


  1 217 793

  3 696 000


  5 583 459

29 008 776

         1 660

     743 997

  1 516 874

     288 582

         7 791

     445 346

  1 854 223

  9 098 238

     590 588

  5 483 520

  2 116 418

47 677 702

  4 705 920

       10 948

  1 284 552

     338 436

     847 432


     707 758

       63 165

     819 384

    

     351 443

       25 334    

         2 343

     426 677

     871 099

     336 000

     162 604

       40 393




Country 

Eritrea

Eswatini (Swasiland)

Ethiopia

Fiji

Finland

France

Gabon

Gambia

Georgia

Germany

Ghana

Gibraltar

Greece

Greenland

Grenada

Guatemala

Guinea

Guinea-Bissau

Guyana

Haiti

Holy See

Honduras

Hungary

Iceland

India

Indonesia

Iran

Iraq

Ireland

Israel

Italy

Jamaica

Japan

Jordan

Kazakhstan

Kenya

Kiribati

Kuwait

Kyrgyzstan

Laos

Latvia

Lebanon

Lesotho

Liberia

Libya

Liechtenstein

Lithuania

Macau

Luxemburg

Madagascar

Malawi

Malaysia

Maldives

Mali

Malta

Marshall Island


Area (km2) 

     17 373

1 220 000

     18 274

   338 145

   547 026

   267 667

     11 295


   357 041

   238 537

           6.5

   131 944

2 180 000  

          344

   108 889

   245 857

     36 125

   215 000

     27 750


   112 088

     93 032

   103 000

3 287 263

2 030 000

1 650 000

   434 924

     70 283

     20 770

   301 225

     10 991

   377 708

     89 206


   582 646

          823

     17 818


   236 800

    

     10 400

     30 355

   111 369

1 760 000

          160


        15.5

      2 586

   587 041

   118 484

   330 434

          298

1 240 000

          316

          181


Arable 
land 
(%) 

  8

13

12.9

  7.8

34.4

  1.8

16


34.1

12

  -

30.1

  -

41

17

  6.4

10.3

  2.5

32.6


15.8

 56.9

  -

56.6

11.2

  8.4

12.6

14.1

21.5

42.2

24.8

12.8

  -


  4.2

  -

  -


  3.9

 

29.1

  9.8

  3.9

  1.2

25


  -

21.6

  5.2

24.9

13.2

10

  1.7

43.8

  -


Grazing 
land (%) 

66.8

41

  3.3

  -

23

18.2

  9


15.8

15

  -

40.2

  1

  6

12

12.2

45.7

  6.2

18.2


30.4

13.4

22.7

  4

  6.6

26.9

  9.2

70.5

40.2

17.4

18.5

  1.7

   -


  6.6

  - 

  7.5


  3.5


  -

65.9

  3.9

  7.6

37.5


  4

27.3

58.5

19.6

  -

  3.3

24.6

  -

  -


Possible 
population 

    155 940

 7 905 000

      35 524

    316 503

 3 767 915

    642 400

      33 885


 2 138 455

    772 859

           -

 1 113 079

    261 600

        1 940

    378 933

    548 752

    242 760

    224 460

    169 830


     621 415

     784 817

     280 572

23 904 976

  4 336 080

  6 989 400

  1 137 761

     713 513

     153 781

  2 154 361

       57 109

     657 211

            -


     755 109

            -

       16 036


     210 278

   

       36 316

     275 744

     104 241

  1 858 560

         1 200


                7

       15 174

  4 487 341

     632 704

     532 407

            475

  3 913 440

         1 660

            -




Country 

Mauritania

Mauritius

Mexico

Micronesia

Moldova

Monaco

Mongolia

Montenegro

Morocco

Mozambique

Myanmar

Namibia

Nauru

Nepal

Netherlands

New Zealand

Nicaragua

Niger

Nigeria

North Korea (Dem o rep. K)

North Macedonia

Northern Mariana Islands

Norway

Oman

Pakistan

Palau

Palestine State

Panama

Papua New Guinea

Paraguay

Peru

Philippines

Poland

Portugal

Puerto Rico

Qatar

Romania

Russia

Rwanda

Saint Kitts and Nevis

Saint Lucia

Saint Vincent & Grenadines

Samoa

San Marino

Sao Tome and Principe

Saudi Arabia

Senegal

Serbia

Seychelles

Sierra Leone

Singapore

Slovakia

Slovenia

Solomon Islands

Somalia

South Africa


Area (km2) 

1 030 000

       2 045

1 960 000

          701


         1.95

1 565 000


   799 380


   823 172

         21.3

   140 797

     37 313

   268 105

   130 000

1 270 000

   923 768

   120 538


          476

   324 219

   212 457

   803 943

          487


     77 082

   461 691

   406 752

1 285 216

   300 000

   312 683

     92 082

       8 897

     11 437

   237 500

     

     26 338

          267

          616

          389

       2 831

            61

          964

2 150 000

   196 192


          453

     71 740

          618


     28 446

   637 657

1 220 000


Arable 
land 
(%) 

  -

 57.8

 12.8

 33.5


   -

   -


   3.9


   0.8

   -

 17

 25.5

   1.7

 12.2

   3

 33.4

 18.7


   -

   2.8

   -

 26.3

   -


   7.7

   -

   4.9

   2.7

 37.7

 47.3

 38.7

 15.7

   -

 45.3


 40.5

 39

 28

 50

 42.8

 74

 37.5

   -

 27.2


 18.5

 24.7

   9.5


   1.9

   1.8

 11.2


Grazing 
land (%) 

 38.1

  -

 38.7

 13.5


   -

 78.8


 56.1


 64.3

   -

 13.1

 33.7

 52.5

 42.3

   7.3

 23

   -


   -

   -

   4.7

   6.4

   -


15.3

   -

 39.1

 21.1 

   3.8

 13

   5.8

 38.1

   4.5

 20.2


 17.6

   3

   5

   -

   -

 17

   -

 39.5

 29.7


   -

 30.8

   -


   -

 46

 65.2


Possible 
population 

  4 709 160

       14 184

12 112 800

         3 953


            -

  1 798 640


  5 755 536


  6 430 619 

        -

     508 558

     265 070

  1 743 754

     850 200

  1 569 720

  6 252 061

     270 487


            -

     108 937

     119 825

  3 154 672

            -


     212 746

            -

  2 147 650

  3 685 999

     149 400

  2 262 574

     491 717

       57 439

         6 175

  1 866 750


     183 628

         1 345

         2 439

         2 334

       14 540

            666

         4 338

10 191 000

  1 339 598


         1 005

     477 788

            704


         6 485

  3 657 600

11 184 960




Country 

South Korea (Rep of K)

South Sudan

Soviet Union

Spain

Sri Lanka

Sudan

Surinam

Sweden

Switzerland

Syria

Tajikistan

Tanzania

Taiwan

Thailand

Timor-Leste

Togo

Tonga

Trinidad & Tobago

Tunisia

Turkey

Turkmenistan

Tuvalu

Uganda

Ukraine

United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom

United States of America

Uruguay

Uzbekistan

Vanuata

Vatican City

Venezuela

Vietnam

West Sahara

Yemen

South Yemen

Yugoslavia

Zaire

Zambia

Zimbabwe


Area (km2) 

       99 091

     

22 400 000

     504 782

       65 610

  2 510 000

     163 265

     449 964

       41 293

     185 180


     945 047

       36 188

     513 115


       56 785

            747

         5 128

     163 610

     779 452


              26

     236 036


       83 600

     244 119

  9 363 000

     176 215


       14 763

           0.44

     912 050

     329 556

     266 000
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     255 804

  2 340 000

     752 614

     390 759
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 16.7

 21.4

   6.8

 23.6

    -

   1.7

 40.5
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 39.5

    - 

    -


   3.7

    - 
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 19.3

 11.9


   -
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  2.4

 50.2

 26.2

 78.5


   1.7

   -

 19.7

   0.8

   -

 35.9

 27.3

 25

   4.1
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 12.6


Possible 
population 

     261 600

     

73 113 600

  3 785 865

     319 651

  8 674 560 

            -

      480 561

      252 217

   1 013 304


   5 148 616

      108 564

   2 327 489


      203 744

          7 224

        20 306

      917 843

   4 311 928


             234

   1 600 324


        26 083

   2 276 165

 52 919 676

   1 835 455


        14 349

             -

   2 615 759

      953 075

             -

   1 174 680

      976 971

   1 706 724

   1 937 520

   4 895 001

      914 376


World total                                    135 721 472                                                         561 696 870


46 808 072 km2 = 34% approx.


Note: 
The original German booklet was published in March 1994. The data used for that publication was 
as correct and current as possible, at that time. Since then the dissolution of the Soviet Union 
(USSR) has taken place, as well as other countries being formed and/or changed, such as East 
and West Germany uniting. We have, largely, used the values given in the original booklet with the 
addition of all current country names. If no information is given for a country then it was not 
included in the original booklet. We will endeavour to complete the table in due course.




Birth Control Among Animals in Contrast to Human Beings 

by Freddy Kropf, Switzerland (translated by Willem Mondria, Switzerland) 

In contrast to human beings, animals appear to have a greater advantage when it comes to birth 
control. This is true only as long as human beings do not interfere with the laws of the animal 
kingdom and violate or destroy them. Many of the animal and behaviour researcher’s observations 
have demonstrably shown that there will never be such an incredible overpopulation in the animal 
kingdom as there is at the present time with human beings. The measures to regulate births 
among animals are quite severe, manifold and ingenious. They extend from chemically generated 
scents which work like birth control pills, to cannibalism and even mass suicide as seen with the 
mountain lemmings in Scandinavia. After years of intense reproduction the lemmings form 
themselves – due to a lack of food – into a million strong herd and begin a long journey. 
(Lemmings are normally solitary and very aggressive animals and come together only during the 
mating season.) The unusual closeness in the herd increases each lemming's aggressiveness to 
the point where the herd degenerates into a total mass hysteria. The herd then drowns miserably 
by making a suicidal plunge from a cliff into a sea or river. Only a few lemmings survive this mass 
suicide ensuring the preservation of their species. Other birth control measures were also 
observed with various species of birds such as blackbirds: When there are favourable conditions 
in the environment a blackbird lays up to 5 eggs. If the blackbirds become overpopulated then 
only two eggs are laid. Experiments with various bird species have shown that when the eggs are 
removed, then they are laid again in order to reach the number that the environment can support. 
The great tit lays 14 eggs in total, the gold woodpecker 72, and the mallard duck lays almost 100 
eggs. Our chickens lay an egg every day, up to 270 a year. Ethologists in Australia have observed 
wild rabbits in times of drought and food shortages, and found that the males no longer showed 
interest in the females; on extremely hot days the pregnant females even rejected their young and 
miscarried since the young wouldn’t be able to survive in the heat anyway. The elephant’s birth 
control measures are such that when they are living together in an unusual high density then they 
simply adopt a new rhythm in their sexual behaviour. The normal time span between birth and the 
next mating is two years and three months. When the density of elephants is unusually high then 
the time span of sexual abstinence increases by a factor of three to six years and 10 months.


A particular scent that functions like a birth control pill is probably the most widespread type of 
birth control. It can reduce or even stop the fertility in various animal species such as mice. This 
anti-baby scent is given off by each female. As soon as there are many females living together the 
scent increases in strength and the females become infertile. Only under particular conditions can 
the male scent reverse this development.


These few examples out of many should stimulate the reader to reflect. If the human being were 
to live more according to the natural laws and recommendations related to the Creation and not 
stray further away from them then we would not have such an enormous overpopulation 
explosion and its accompanying ever increasing gruesome effects. If animals were to trample on 
the natural laws, like human beings do, then in all likelihood there would very soon be no living 
creatures existing on this planet.


Be fruitful and multiply… 
by Hans Georg Lanzendorfer, Switzerland (translated by Willem Mondria, Switzerland) 

(a short version of this article was published in the Schaffhauser Arbeiter Zeitung (Schaffhauser 
Workers Newspaper) on August 21, 1993)


Subject: Come and hear god’s word... 
and other recent large-scale attempts of Christians at missionising as well as more on the subject 
of overpopulation and cult-beliefs  

Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth

Genesis, chapter 1, verse 28 and Genesis, Chapter 9, verse 1.

A divine command? No! Rather an exceedingly ill-considered statement stemming from some 
power-hungry and ignorant hack-writer of the bible or from a simpleton or fool who consciously 



acts against the laws of Creation and who does not recognise the limited space on the world that 
was allegedly created for him by his god. This present or modern age murderous and untenable 
divine command which calls for an absolute uncontrolled and incalculable simple increase of 
human beings - which is still promoted by the pope and his Christian supporters - must be, in this 
form, put on the same level as genocide, mass murder and extermination of a planet without 
parallel. This behaviour causes an unforgivable destruction on Earth as well as a mass murder of 
all of its living forms of life, the fauna and flora and the entire humanity.


The inevitable worldwide complete overexploitation and unscrupulous exploitation of natural 
resources is the result from such an explosive, “divinely ordained” and religiously promoted 
uncontrolled reproduction of Earth’s population. Serious famines are the future consequences and 
the polluted air and environment caused by the overpopulation destroys the human being’s 
essential natural living space. To still defend or live according to such irrational divine commands 
calling for the uncontrolled reproduction of human beings testifies to an indescribable stupidity, 
ignorance, false humanitarianism, incorrect humility and religious short-sightedness. It is, 
moreover, an indescribable impudence without parallel to describe the elemental might, the 
Creation, as “god” or to call it “godlike” as well as to impute cruel, human and paradoxical traits 
to it that only human beings have.


The mass of human beings were driven to boundlessness through irrationality and through the 
human race’s religious, unnatural false doctrines, whereby the limited and controllable problems 
of a few human beings have increased to a nameless mass and have become uncontrollable.


The preservation of the human species is not based on the formula of simple reproduction as 
promulgated by the many false doctrines of the religions on Earth. The preservation of the species 
lies in following the natural laws, thus it is a compliance in holiness (controlling) and has to comply 
with the given space limitations of this planet. Science also states that 529 million human beings 
with a maximum of three children per couple may eke out their existence on planet Earth in order 
to be capable of doing justice to their development as true human beings. These values are 
calculated from our planet’s available cultivatable land. Nature, however, never, and under no 
circumstances takes its cue from any religious scatterbrains who call themselves loudmouthed 
priests, lay preachers, missionaries, bishops, cardinals, popes or believer in god or believer etc. 
who call for an uncontrolled reproduction of human beings.


Every sensible and conscientious human being of this world who still has a strong enough sense 
of responsibility towards the planet and its humanity knows about the importance of sensible birth 
control and family planning. For this reason no one would want to have more children than he or 
she is capable of feeding and being responsible for. Even when the Christian world still opposes 
contraception and views having as many children as possible as a “gift from god” and not as a 
product of their own procreative act. Nevertheless, contraception, in whatever form belongs to the 
human being exactly in the same way as his or her sexuality does, because even the alleged 
world and nature “personally” created by god, prevents and hinders the reproduction of living 
things, e.g. by having an innumerable number of seeds go to waste when the wind blows them 
onto rocks instead of fertile ground. Contrary to all the stubborn claims made by those human 
beings of the Christian faith, nature does demand human beings to conceive every time they have 
sexual intercourse. As a result the producing of descendants requires calculated planning.


The planet’s overpopulation (14 times greater than the allowed maximum) is the origin of all 
troubles and suffering seen on this world even when the clerics, the pope and the entire clergy as 
well as all the rest of the pro-religious and delusional believers deny this in their delusional belief, 
and they, in their cult-belief, still vehemently defend against contraception. Worldwide, 12 children 
are born every two seconds. In comparison to this there is only one death in the same time 
period. Having a large as possible number of church tax payers is apparently much more 
important to the church and religious bigwigs than effectively reducing the troubles in the world 
and in the so-called third world countries through measures that regulate births. On the basis of 
the papal paradox it is time to open the eyes and to see through and recognise what has been 
constantly going on for millenniums – the conscious stultification of human beings by the 
Christian world and its priesthood through which the human being to this day, by means of force 
and oppression, was and is kept in dog-like humility.



